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Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. b       2. b    3. a    4. d

Let’s Do

B. 1. a. The teacher taught the students     b. The teacher did not teach the students
 2. a. Bring me a glass of water       b. Please bring me a glass of water.
 3. a.  Who has given you the right to revolt ?   b. Harsn’t he exercised his right to revolt ?
	 4.	 a.	 Wow	!	how	lovely	there	flowers	are.	 	 	 b.	 Hurrah	!	we	have	won		the	match
  c. Alas ! I could attend the party     d. Huh! his behaviour is incorrigible.

C. 1. Started his journey in mid December.    2. Join Michael on his journey.
 3. Were keen to know about their persuit.   4. Children 
 5. A weak man           6. The army
 7. Met to discuss the issue.       8. Australia was  
 9. Were trying their best to land safely.     10. Were looted by the villagers.

D. 1. The mayor of Colorado may not contest the president election.
 2. All students raised their hand except one. 
 3. My mother has told me never to trust any stranger.
 4. My cousin had accepted the news of business plan. 
 5. Who can challenge the might of the strong wrestler. 
 6. The reason of the failure of mission could not formed out.
 7. The shopkeeper charged the high price.     8. Birds go their nest expect owl.
	 9.	 Running	is	good	way	to	stay	fit.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10.		I	want	something	delicious	to	eat.

E 1. Won’t he?  2. Doesn’t he?  3. Isn’t he?  4. Hasn’t it     5. Didn’t he?
 6. Had it?     7. Weren’t they? 8. Does it?  9. Haven’t they?  10. shalln’t we?

Imagination Corner

F. 1. a. Has the mayor visited the sleek ater the chaos?
  b. Will you be going abroad in such a situation?  c. Did he play for India in the past. 
 2. a. Wow ! What a lovely moon today it is.    
  b. Aha ! I am grateful to you         c. Oh ! She has forgot to lock her room.
 3. a. Please close the door. It’s very hot today. 
  b. Pass on the vegetables please.      c. Carry the bag please 
 4. a. The government has decided to open the factories. 
  b. The prime minister declared complete lockdown. 
  c.	 People	become	restless	in	confinement.
 5. a. Walk in a qnsue.    b. Stand properly.  c. come inside the Classroom.
 6. a. The sun risen in the cast. b. Honesty is the best policy.
  c. The earth revolves round the sun.

Chapter 1. The Sentence
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Chapter 2. Phrases and Clauses

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. c       2. a    3. d    4. c

Let’s Do

B. 1. from	ground	floor	to	top	floor. - Prepositional phrase 
 2. quite expensive.     - Adjective phrase 
 3. with great pride.     - Prepositional phrase
 4. within	five	minutes.    - Adverbial phrase  
 5. a great virtue.     - Noun phrase  
 6. of great warriors.    - Adjective phrase
 7. the	flight	to	Moscow.   - Noun phrase 
 8. with great eagerness.   - Prepositional phrase

C. 1. My Granny wondered if everyone would come to her at diwali   - Adverbial clauses

 2. My brother is the senior manager at an IT company which	has	five	international	branches.
                          - Adjective clauses
 3. Mr. Kapoor is the man who designed such a wonderful piece of jewellery.- Adjective clauses
 4. After the committee approves the recommendation, the construction work will start.
                          - Adjective clauses
 5. Raj ordered the waiter as if he had owned him.        - Adverbial clauses
 6. Put efforts honestly so that you achieve your dreams.      - Adverbial clauses
 7. The doctor said that the patient would recover after completing the full course of medicines.
                          - Noun clauses
 8. Julian is the same person who used to boast of his wealth in front of everyone.
                          - Adjective clauses
D. 1. of west Bengal    2. who won the awend.    3. although he had a little.
 4. against the law    5. the decision in his favour.   6. the taste of the customer.
 7. who were traveling/ who were aboard.        8. because of its irregularities.

Imagination Corner

E. 1. beside the lake      - Beside the lake was found a graveyard.  
 2. with notorious boys    - In articulation with notorious boys you will learn bad things.
 3. full of courage,     - The army full of courage attacked the enemies.
 4. a bangle made of gold   -  A bangle made of gold was gifted to my daughter.
 5. like a born leader    - He always behaved like a born leader.
 6. with great pride.     -  Peter with great pride, took the command in his hands.
 7. with great pride.     -  The victory on kargil was celebrated with great pride.
 8. of thick population    - Any country  of thick population has several problems.
 9. an animal of great strength  - An animal of great strength dominates other animals.
 10. playing tennis     - Playing tennis with a good player is a fun.
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F. 1. Children play with their friends while then parents do some work.
 2. Holidays came to their end but everyone was happy to get back into their routine.
 3. Ronak couldn’t perform well in exams because he missed several classes of science.
 4. She played the tabla while her sister sang a song.
 5. Since i did not go for shopping I missed out the discount offer.
 6. We can bug a house when we save enough money.
 7. Mr. John threw a party after jessica returned home.
 8. I would love to join army if my parents allow me.

Chapter 3. Nouns: Number and Gender

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. b       2. b    3. b    4. c

Let’s Do

B. 1. Neuter     2. common  3. feminine  4. common   5. feminine  
 6. feminine    7. masculine 8. masculine 
C. 1. The contractor gave blankets to the workers. 
 2. Ms. Monica has taken books from the libraries.
 3. He went to take bags full of rice.     
 4. The complexes have green lawns on their premises.
 5. Wallets was found near the cinema hall last night.
 6. Students were reading poem.  
 7. These activities are helpful in increasing our memory powers.
 8. Stars were shining in the sky.    
 9. Men were driving trucks. 
 10. Companies give their employees their salaries.
D. 1. The milkman handed over the milk can to the landlady.
 2. The goose others her beak into the bowl of grain.
 3. Ten to the illness of the princess of the prince the washerwoman did not come to the palace.
	 4.	 the	head	master	told	all	girls	to	figer	for	the	cause	of	wormer.
 5. A fox howled so loudly that she ass sprang up from her spot to more to la safer place.
 6. Her daughter in law is a stewardess.  
 7. His sister works as a waitress.
 8. The maidservant has worked many years for the ductless. 
 9. The lass wants to be a min.    
 10. The anteriors is writing a book about the empress.

Imagination Corner

E.  Zoo in India is place where several species of animals and birds are kept preserved. A Gardner and  
goose were spotted near the lake many lions and lionesses with their cubs were talking rest nder a 
large tree. A tiger and tigress were found behind a huge rock. Several peacocks and peahen were 
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flocked	around	the	fierce	where	grains	were	spread.	It	was	good	to	see	alone	them	dancing.
F.  Cleaness all around is the head of the hour. With our careless approach by and large we contributed 

in converting our surrounding a heap of gar bags. The unmind full activities added meseries to the 
state of pollution. The Consequences of increasing pollution are lazer drows to our lives and are also 
the cause of ecological imbalance. In order to stop this alarming increases in the pollution and the 
degradation of earth green qualitative expanse, we need to be protective In keeping our surrounding 
clean. Places like home school and neighborhood are required to taken care of cleanessly. We 
must make positive efforts in keeping our environment clean.

Chapter 4. Nouns: Kinds

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. a       2. d    3. c    4. c

Let’s Do

B. 1.   Honesty is always rewarding It was a great day for Akshar when he was appreciated for his 
honesty. while coming back home from his lune, Akshar saw three ten rupee corns lying on 
the	road.	At	first	he	thought	of	picking	up	the	corns	and	sensory	then	on	buying	ice-cream	but	
scrablening  his conscience woke up and he decided to give all three coins to hid mother. The 
mothers	felt	proud	of	her	son	for	he	was	honest	and	rewarded	him	with	fifty	rupees.

C. 1. A cup of milk is a always good for health.  2. Coal is a precious preservation of diamond. 
 3. Iron was discovered after the stone age.   4. Honey is a healthy food liked by bears.
 5. Fresh air rejuvenates our body.
D. 1. Fear 2. Courage  3. Beauty  4. anger  5. Freedom
E. 1. a. The Taj Mahal is a beautiful monument. 
  b. The WSA Surrendered before the Parodied in 2020.
 2. a. Childhood needs a lot of care.   
  b. One must respect other’s feelings.
 3. a. Bauxite and veins are found in abundance breath the earth   
  b. Iron and steel are the two most commonly used materials in our daily life.

Imagination Corner

F.  English is considered a Global language. It has Become a common language for all his the world. 
It helps an individual to understand the thinking of the other person. As a language it brings all om 
the same platter in terms of expressions and comprehension.

G. 1. a. The laborers migrated even in adverse situation.  
  b. Mangoes are ripe in the groove.
  c. There are a lot of people stuck in lockdown.
 2. a. Yesterday I went to the market to buy a mobile.  
  b. A good number of shops were open in the market.  
  c. I need a cup of coffee before starting my work.
 3. a. She poured some tea in my cup lying on the table. 
  b. Government has decided to give rice and sugar in ration.
  c. I need a cup of coffee before starting my work.
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 4. a. New Delhi is affected badly with the pandemic. 
  b. The prime minister modi visited mumbai to take a stock of situation.
  c. Ahmedabad is a symbol of culture Gujarat.
 5. a. Wood is used to make houses in japan.    
  b. weaporks of iron here used in ancient wars.
  c. Coal is one of the richest natural resources
	 6.	 a.	 I	found	a	bunch	of	keys	lying	on	the	floor.
  b.  A herd of sheep was locked inside the farm.
  c. They travelled in girl and spotted a pride of lions.

Chapter 5. Pronouns

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. b       2. c    3. d    4. d

Let’s Do

B.  I decided to choose a career for myself Hence I consulted my teacher, Ms line she has always. been 
very supportive even in her health condition is not good. most of the outsmarts of our class go to 
her for seeking her advice their problems ate resolved immediately by ms Tina. The pride is ours to 
lave suh a teacher in life her ourselves make any Choice of career best with her support we get the 
right path.

C. 1. theirs     2. myself    3. yourself   4. yourselves   5. mine 
 6. who      7. that
D. 1. Someone is not responsible for mistake  you make.
 2. Everybody was not ready for unease.
	 3.	 Anything	we	sacrifice	is	not	enough	to	keep	things	better.
 4. Nobody was trying to tease her.  
 5. He faced his hardships with few regrets but couldn’t succeed.
E. 1. she, me    2. myself. my, me  3. herself, she   4. mine   
 5. each, they 6. ours, hers, its   7. we, anyone   8. themselves, they
 9. me      10. yourself 

Imagination Corner

F.  I have been asked to king a dong dear audience. But the fact is that is almost next to impossible for 
me. see although I tried again scene senora times but I crowd sing merely in my baritone like a frog 
does. The Organised of this program believe that they have chores a right person to be on stage. 
you yourselves can imagine. How irritating it would be if you are forced to lend your ears to a frog’s 
cacophony.

G.   Hobby in life plays an important role in engaging its at any point of tune, Everyone must mature one 
or the other hobby disorder to keep oneself engaged. I too have developed a hobby of reaching 
books in my life. It has basically became a routine for me. Unless I turn a few pages of amy book 
it seems to me a day throughout any Charase my hobby has helped me a lot in time of crisis. 
Placenta during lockdown, I decided to complete the reading of the maximum number of  books that 
I have preserved in my small library it gave me inverse pleasure.
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Chapter 6. Adjectives: Kinds

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. a       2. d    3. a    4. c

Let’s Do

B. 1. accidental 2. dangerous 3. lengthy   4. stary   5. handy  6. honest
C.	 1.	 enjoyable	 2.	 helpful	 	 3.	 obedient	 	 	 4.	 playful		 	 5.	 talkative	 6.	 definite
D. 1. sicknese    2. redness  3. elderly/ elder  4. correction  5. happiness 
 6. anger
E. 1. The lady who was moving on the ramp was gorgeous.
 2. The man was presenting his views in submissive tone.
 3. Only the capable players were participating in tournament.
 4. Wren the team reached the factory harmful gas was leaking out.  
 5. His groundless argument was making no sense.
 6. The historic monument was being repaired by ASI.
  7. He was paying the monthly installment regularly.
 8. The foolish ideas of people were not bringing any change.  
 9. Each participant was describing the funniest moment of his per life.
 10. The improved digestha of the patient was helping him to revive.
 11. The damaging attempts  of the MPS were devastating the whole county.
	 12.	Smelly	tents	were	making	the	entire	environment	filthy.

Imagination Corner

F.  At the platform of a bus stand we can always come across a chaotic crowd. confused and in a hurry, 
people with their luggage move around here and there to inquire a bout the buses going to their 
destinations. Digital Shining board however his plays the information clearing the crowded windows 
of tickets can be seen attended by irritated clerks. Food stall vendors and bestsellers are tand in 
large number.

G. 1. a. Only the land people can nurse the sufferer.
  b. We need a beautiful mind to think good. 
	 	 c.	 The	bulky	book	was	filled	with	reading	shifts.
 2. a. He had stored enough ration during lockdown.
	 	 b.	 The	govt	tried	to	extend	sufficiency	support	to	the	laborers.
  c. There was much uproar about the decision.
 3. a. Few animals were found affected with the virus.
  b. more than one lakh laborers migrated from delhi.
  c. The old lady measured two steps to to reach her bed.
 4. a. Those clothes were new not to be given away.
  b. These mangoes are sweet.      
  c. Please help me more this heavy box.
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 5. a. Every nation is proud of its culture.
  b. On his birthday he gave each student a chocolate.
  c. Neither he nor his friend attended the party.
 6. a. How many People have been invited to the party?
  b. Which place have you decided to visit in summer?
  c. What program are they planning to host?
 7. a. My printer in not working properly these days.
  b. All the students submitted their assignments.
	 	 c.	 Your	Thoughts	are	too	baffling.

Chapter 7. Comparison of  Adjectives

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. c       2. b    3. b    4. d

Let’s Do

B. 1. The biggest mistake of his life was his desire hoard many.
 2. She is the most careless mother.  
 3. Revision of contents is the easiest method to prepare for examination.
 4. He fell into the worst situation in life.  
 5. Charcoal in mumbai is the nastiest place to live. 
 6. Cheetah is the fastest running animal on the cave. 
 7. It was the scariest fearing when I Peeped down from burj khalifa in dubai.
 8. The darkest night was the one when I lost my father.  

C.   Positive    Comparative   Superlative
 1.  Shy       More shy     most shy
 2.  bright     brighter     brightest
 3.  popular    more popular   most popular
 4.  black       blacker     blackout
 5.  clever     cleverer     cleverest
 6.  careful    more careful   most careful
 7.  brave     braver      bravest
 8.  handsome   more handsome  most handsome
D. 1. some  2. much   3. a little   4. any  5. little 
E. 1. Jamal is the tallest boy in the class.
 2. Some boys in our class are not intelligent as our monitor.
 3. Jeremy is poorer than his distant cousin Joey.
	 4.	 This	Arithmetic	sum	was	difficult	of	all.		
 5. My latest book is interesting than my last one.
 6. My house is bigger than yours.
  7. Who is the richest person in the world.
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 8. He was the cleverest thief of all  
 9. This dress is more expensive than that dress.
 10. Jacob is the richest of all other businessmen.

Imagination Corner

F.  Green leafy vegetables are always better than all other vegetables grown in sucha. Those 
vegetables are The most proteinous of all. comparatively leafy vegetables are less grown and are 
more expensive in market leafy vegetables help is keep our body healthy. such vegetable also 
protect us from deadly diseases and keep us highly energised. The are the best food of all.

G. 1. a. Today it’s a very hot weather.    
  b. The day is hotter than yesterday.
  c. May is the hottest month in Gujarat.
 2. a. I am fortunate to have you in my life. 
  b. My friend was more fortunate than others  to be saved from the accident.
  c. India is the most fortunate county of all in the world.
 3. a. there is always a thin line between ego and self esteem. 
  b. silk is thinner than cotton In texture 
  c.  aluminium is used for the protection of the thinnest layer in steam iron.
 4. a. My brother is a hard working  software engineer. 
  b. shilpa proved herself more hardworking than her. 
  c. she is most hardworking worker colleagues. 
 5. a. bad weather brings a lot of diseases.  
  b. the weather in the month of May is worse than December in India. 
  c. poor people are in the Worst state during the pandemic.

Chapter 8. Verbs

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. d       2. d    3. c    4. a

Let’s Do

B. 1. Mangoes were divided equally among children. 
	 2.	 Mr.	Pant	drives	himself	to	his	office	daily.		
 3. He painted beautiful picture on the canvas.
 4. Ms. Jenny was a very good singer.  
 5. The team milk be reaching Hyderabad tomorrow.
 6. We shall be completing our assignments the next week. 
 7. The that has stolen valuables from the house.
 8. Monica and roshan have suborned their textbooks.
 9. Mr. Das had recovered from his illness the last month.
 10. We must protect the women from domestic violence.
C. 1. Transitive 2. Intransitive 3. Transitive  4. Intransitive 5. Transitive 
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 6. Intransitive 7. Transitive  8. Transitive  9. Transitive  10. Transitive
D. 1. running    2. observing  3. shining  4. cut    5. taught 
 6. eaten     7. keeps   8. raining  9. written   10. working
E. 1. My little sister wants to be a pilot.
 2. The students worked hard to pass the examination.
 3. No child spoke to answer the teacher’s question.
 4. The students were asked to submit their assignments by Monday. 
 5. The commander encouraged the soldiers to win the battle.
 6. The dog wagged its to show its happiness.
  7. The policeman tried to help the beggar.
 8. Praveen exercises	daily	to	stay	fit.	 	
 9. The athlete ran fast to win the race.
 10. I went to the market to buy bread and butter.

Imagination Corner

F.  Digital revolution In India brought many changes in every individuals life. Sitting at home with digital 
support, we can access the whole world A great deal of information is now easily obtained on a click. 
Distance in this digital world is hardly matter and all of us are now able to exercise our constitutional 
rights with ease. 

G. 1.  Rain fall in the monsoon season is a blessing How beautiful is the environment would be if the 
rain continues falling on this earth. I don’t like to sleep in such a weather. Walking in the rain  is 
another pleasure. You can always have, but sometimes lashes of rain force us to think. How to 
manage the problems using out of it specially in cities prone to waterlogging. 

 2.  A train accident, a fast running train met with an accident yesterday in the night. It hit a buffalo 
crossing	 the	 track.	The	 train	 got	 detracked	 and	moved	 towards	 the	 field	 of	 electrical	 circuit	
sparked	and	burned	the	engine.	Luckily	 the	driver	 jumped	out	of	 it	and	got	saved	.fire	broke	
out	u	controlled	and	around	two	biggies	filled	with	people	got	backed	in	the	fire.	It	was	a	badly	
accident.

Chapter 9. Adverbs: Kinds

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. a       2. c    3. c    4. c

Let’s Do

B. 1. Walk carefully lest you should fall down.    2. He has nearly completed his assignments.
 3. This is the cemetery where dead bodies are buried.
 4. The police had gone inside to nab the criminals. 5. I usually eat less in the night.  

C. 1. soon     2. before   3. tomorrow  4. later  5. Late

D. 1. Frequently 2. Always  3. often    4. Never  5. Twice

E. 1. How     2. When   3. Why   4. Where  5. How

Imagination Corner

F.	 1.	 The	bottle	was	partially	filled	and	all	were	thirsty.	 2.	 Milkha	ran	too	fast	to	be	defeated.
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 3. Sometimes birds become very offensive pocketing their offers.

 4. The food was sumptuous and desserts extremely satisfying.

 5. The baby became quite relaxed in her mother’s arms.

G. 1. a. Carefully  b. Wisely   c. intelligently  d. quickly

 2. a. Here     b. outside  c. inside    d. downward

 3. a. Today   b. yesterday  c. later    d. now

 4. a. Almost  b. nearly   c. hardly    d. extremely

 5. a. often     b. sometimes c. occasionally  d. seldom

 6. a. Why     b. where   c. when    d. how

Chapter 10. The Interjection

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. b       2. c    3. c    4. a

Let’s Do

B. 1. Wow! what a beautiful rose it is.     2. Hurrah! we have won the match.
 3. Eh! its a humbug.         4. Alas! you could have joined me on trip.
 5. Oh! i have forgot to bring my car key.

C. 1. Hurrah!    2. Hello!   3. Alas!   4. Ouch!   5. Wow!

D. 1. Hurrah! we have won the world cup.    2. Alas! the guard is no more.
 3. Aha! what a pleasure to see you.     4. Wow! it’s a beautiful watch.
 5. Umm! i suppose this bowl is for me.

Imagination Corner

E.  Human beings are endowed with a lot of emotions.every human responds to the happenings around 
him/her	in	relevant	emotions.	Human	emotions	range	from	happiness	And	sorrow.	Emotional	flow	
are	filled	with	joy,	pleasures,	anger,	supprise,	pains,	excitement,	sorrow	etc.

F. 1. a. whoa! the day of practices come to an end.     b. Wro-hoo! its an adventurous ride.
 2. a. ah ! the lady needs a support.       b. Ouih ! the knife tell on my foot.
 3. a. Yepee! There lies the picnic spot.    
  b. Hooray! we all are going to our village in the next month.

Chapter 11. Subject-Verb Agreement

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. a    2. b   3. a    4. c

Let’s Do

B. 1. has   2. are   3. are    4. had   5. cost
 6. takes  7. greets  8. do    9. were   10. drives

C. 1. One third of the plot had been dug up.   2. one of my brothers has a car.
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 3. Neither of two sisters was married.    4. Ajay and sunita try hard to resolve the dispute.
 5. There are one dozen bananas in the basket.
 6. You should decide which me of the options is correct.
 7. Fifty years is a long time.       8. None of my friends has seen the red fort.
 9. Many a student has made the same mistake. 10. Collecting old coins is my favourite hobby.

D. 1. is    2. are   3. am   4. are   5. is
 6. is    7. is   8. is   9. are/is   10. is

Imagination Corner

E. 1. Someone has stolen my wallet.   2. The police have taken measures to nab the culprit.
 3. The poor suffer the most in any visit.  4. A few of glasses were broken when i opened the shelf.
 5. 60% of population is self-sustained in our country.
 6. Most of the student have decided to appear the examination.
 7. Many a farmer has his own hand.   
 8. A number of houses were devastated in the earthquake.
 9. The number of people in the meeting were very less. 
 10. Cattle is grazing In the vast grassland.

Chapter 12. Tenses-I Simple present Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. c       2. b    3. a    4. c  

Let’s Do

B. 1. Does rosy cook food in the morning?   2. Do we learn our lesson every day?
 3. Does he take dog for an evening walk?  4. Does manjula try to complete her project in time.
 5. Do manushi and romy decide to face legal proceedings.
 6. Does vaishali cook her own food.

C. 1. Mahesh doesn’t water the plants of our garden.
 2. Lolita doesn’t allow the dog to enter into her room.
 3. Mona doesn’t open the door with care.  4. The teacher doesn’t teach us english.
	 5.	 The	sun	rises	in	the	east.	 	 	 	 	 	 6.	 Don’t	they	follow	the	traffic	rules.

D. 1. Does baljit look after his mothers?   2. Doesn’t that woman clean our house?
 3. Doesn’t mital attends all club meeting with enthusiasm?
 4. Doesn’t the headmistress announces the annual result?
	 5.	 Do	mihir	and	tanya	not	decide	to	purchase	a	flat?
 6. Doesn’t the buffalo to drink water from the pond?

Imagination Corner

E.  Homework is an assignment completed in an extended hour of learning. it helps a student reinforce 
the learning done at school.every child must show interest in doing homework a regular habit of 
doing it enhances the capability  of interpreting any content correctly.
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F. 1. a. His sufferings make me cry.        b. At times she cries for her son bitterly.
 2. a. we teach our children to behave properly.  b. Her mother behave well with all her friends.
 3. a. They inspire the students to perform.      b. APJ inspires little moments with/his own skills.
 4. a. Have you ever thought why do children push one anothers.
     b. The labourer pushes the cart will all his strength.
 5. a. His ideal approach is to motivate others.   b. Great teacher motivates all to grow.
 6. a. farmers were allowed to reap their harvest.  b. A farmer reaps his crops with great joy.

Chapter 13. Present Continuous Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. b       2. a    3. b    4. a

Let’s Do

B. 1. Is gina cooking vegetables?      2. Are we picking up the ripe fruits in the garden?
 3. Is doona riding a camel?       4. Is bob trying to mend wall with his neighbour?
	 5.	 Is	the	chairman	deliberating	with	a	high-profile	delegation?
 6. Are we going out for chinese food?    7. Is he riding bike in the rain.
 8. Are the patients waiting to see the doctor?

C. 1. Lata is not comparing the prices of two chair. 2. The maid is not cleaning our drawing room.
 3. Jitendra is not acting in this movie.    4. Mr.balraj is not throwing a party today.
	 5.	 The	army	chief	is	not	encouraging	his	officers.	 6.	 Aren’t	they	listening	new	songs.
 7. I am not helping him in his work.     8. Aren’t you watching a movie on tv?

D. 1. Isn’t mr. kapoor taking care of this building?  2. Isn’t person working for me?
 3. Isn’t mr. joe driving my car?      4. Aren’t all students running towards the canteen?
 5. Isn’t akshat performing on the stage?     6. Isn’t she shopping in local market?
 7. Aren’t they reading various kinds of novels? 8. Aren’t i quarreling with you?

Imagination Corner

E.	 	I	am	blessed	with	wings,	i	am	flying	in	the	air.clouds	around	me	are	moving	slowly.stars	are	shining	
and the moon is smiling in the sky.i am feeling chill.in my dreams i am getting a lot of pleasueres.

F.	 1.	The	labourers	are	filling	soil	in	the	ditch.	 	 	 	 2.	 He	is	digging	a	well	for	his	community.
 3. Your nagging behaviour is quite irritating.   4. He is pacifying the matter cleverly.
 5. People are uniting at one place to raise their voice.
 6. My mother is dividing mangoes among children. 7. She is going to the market.
 8. Boys are coming back from school.     9. Children are creating problems for her.
 10. They are destroying all the sand castles on the bench.
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Chapter 14. Present Perfect Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. c       2. a    3. c    4. c

Let’s Do

B. 1. Jamal hasn’t given me any rice.     2. Dr. Samant hasn’t taken care of our patient.
 3. The big bully hasn’t asked for pardon.   4. You haven’t taken my seat.
	 5.	 They	haven’t	taken	a	flat	on	rent	in	uttarkashi.	 6.	 The	child	hasn’t	made	a	beautiful	painting.

C. 1. Why has the joker entered the arena now?  
 2. How many books has the writer written till date?
 3. When has the gardener watered the plants?  
 4. Why has mohan kumar started the Investigation of our case?
 5. How has johnson taken ten wickets in the entire tournament?
 6. When have the guests arrived?

D. 1. Hasn’t tina broken her leg?      2. Hasn’t roshan declared himself bankrupt?
 3. Hasn’t donald taken over as the president of the club?
 4. Hasn’t the entire team taken a vow to win the series?
 5. Haven’t you decided to continue your stay in shimla?
 6. Hasn’t he bought a new washing machine?

E. 1. ever     2. just  3. never   4. always  
 5. so far     6.   yet   7. already  8. till Now

Imagination Corner

F.  Railway has parked all the trains in the shed during lockdown situation. people have arrived the 
railway station to board the trains for different destinations the vendors have closed their shops on 
the platform only railway canteen has a little food to shere with the people gathers on the platform. 
The	 station	master	 has	 asked	 the	 police	 to	manage	 the	 crowd.	 It	 has	 become	 very	 difficult	 to	
convince people and send them back.

G. 1. a. The farmers have already harvested their crops.
  b. The harvested crops have been restored in FCI.
 2. a.  The emission of gases has polluted the atmosphere.
  b. Human activities have polluted the whole earth.
 3. a. The giant has devoured all animals.
     b. Rabbits have been devoured by the lion.
 4. a. The govt till now has not taken any decision.
   b. He has not reached the hotel till now.
 5. a. He has not completed his assignment so far.
    b. The tortoise has measured only a few miles so far.
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Chapter 15. Tenses-II Simple Past Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. a       2. b    3. a    4. b

Let’s Do

B. 1. You didn’t speak the truth.       2. They didn’t cross the barrier quickly.
 3. The machine did not pounded the concrete mixture. 
 4. Amar didn’t cut apple into two equal halves. 5. Akash didn’t drive car in the middle of the road.
C. 1. Did you arrange money on your own?   
 2. Did neha get the house painted in my absence?
 3. Did the machine break down when it was needed the most?
 4. Did the hockey team develop a new strategy to beat the opponents?
	 5.	 Did	the	worker	work	for	an	extra	hour	to	finish	the	task?

D. 1. Didn’t kamal re-write the entire story?  
 2. Didn’t mr. satija invited his opponent for a formal chat?
 3. Didn’t the batsman hit the ball to earn a sixer?
 4.  Didn’t mr. kamal kapoor appoint his deputy as the leader of the upper house.
 5. Didn’t tia & mona combined the two dishes to produce a new dish.

E.	 1.	 The	worker	defied	the	order	of	their	employee.	 	 2.	 He	maintained	his	cabin	in	adversity.
 3. The decision of the owner indicated that he was not keep upon retaining staff.
 4. His cries disturbed the whole community.   5. The furnace blasted due to overheating.
 6. The pandemic created a fearful situation. 
 7. The people chew the attention of the government towards migrants.
 8. The amphan hit the shore of bay of bengal.

Imagination Corner

F.  It was month of may when the summer vacation was declared in our school. I decided to make use 
of that long vacation purposefully. In the beginning of the vacation for a few day. I joined the family 
together. we enjoyed our stay in kerala at various blares. All in my family were very happy being to 
gether. my brother kept on  singing the whole journey to entertain us Having a lot of fun, we returned 
to	our	hometown.	I	had	many	portulaca	assignments	to	compete.	I	took	one	week’s	time	to	finish	
all my homework and then decided to be with my friends tan a couple of days, I spent my sumer 
vacations  happily.

Chapter 16. Past continuous Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. c       2. c    3. a    4. b

Let’s Do

B. 1. The man was not wearing two caps.    2. Amar wasn’t getting down at jabalpur.
 3. Mr.ali wasn’t distributing sweets among children.  
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 4. Devesh wasn’t heading towards the milk booth.
 5. The surgeon was not carefully operating upon my cousin.
 6. The actress wasn’t endorsing a new product.

C. 1. The bull wasn’t running across the park.    2. The security guard wasn’t chasing the thief.
 3. Our principal wasn’t addressing the school assembly.
	 4.	 The	architect	wasn’t	finagling	the	map	of	our	building.
 5. The students were not protesting against the wrong policies of the college.
 6. The police were not leaving the crime scene after investigation.
D. 1. What were you doing in the garden yesterday?  2. What was ishita doing the last sunday?
 3. Who was they inquiring about at the reception? 
 4. What were the army jawans doing the last night?
 5. Where was my car being repaired?     6. What was the policeman doing?

E. 1. Wasn’t mehak driving me crazy? 
 2. Weren’t nisha and komal distributing cards last saturday?
 3.  Wasn’t mr.thomson performing a crucial experiment last night?
 4. Wasn’t dorothy taking care of her children at the farmhouse?
 5. Was mrs.rastogi cooking food in the kitchen last sunday?
 6. Was the politician addressing the crowd?

Imagination Corner

F.  On our school annual day the stadium was full with spectator. Participants of different events were 
living up for the march past. Horse riders were practicing for the spectacular performance in the 
inaugural function. Children in the stadium were clapping for them. The competitions began in 
time simultaneously. Swimmers were running with all their strength to complete with one another. 
Runners in the track were running to measure the last round of 1500 meter race. The crowd in 
the stadium was cheering up the participants. After the participation winner were receiving their 
respective awards from the hands of the chief guest.

Chapter 17. Past Perfect Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. b       2. a    3. a    4. a

Let’s Do

B. 1. Priya hadn’t arranged a meeting with Mr. Kumar. 
	 2.	 Shayam	hadn’t	covered	the	news	related	to	the	floods.
 3. Akhil hadn’t started a new venture.
 4. Mr.Agha hadn’t inaugurated this building last Sunday. 
 5. Janki hadn’t got married to Ramesh last year.

C. 1. Had Monica got engaged?       2. Hadn’t Rajat taken my car?
 3. Had monica invested money in mutual funds? 4. Hadn’t they eaten too much food last night?
 5. Had he read all the terms and conditions?
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D. 1. Had jamal taken the medicine?     2. Had Mr.Brown arrived at the airport?
 3. Had the team won with a convincing margin? 4. Had the fox attacked the hare?
 5. Had the clerk given the ticket to my friend?

E. 1. Hadn’t Jia died because of an injury?  
	 2.	 Hadn’t	Madan	helped	Suresh	without	any	selfish	motive?
 3. Hadn’t Isha given her money to Mr.Sharma?
 4. Hadn’t Mr.Dua declared Rajan as the CEO of this company?
 5. Hadn’t Michael Jackson become the King of pop music?

Imagination Corner

F.  I had watched an ODI live on TV some time ago. Both the teams from India and South Africa had 
played well. The team of India had chosen to bat and Virat Kohli had batted on the third spell.

  South Africa had posted it players on the boundary but could not save its team from losing the 
game.	The	ODI	had	presented	an	exciting	contest	on	the	field.

G. 1. a. Had he submitted his resume for the position?  
  b. Had my friend met his teacher yesterday? 
  c. Had the thief stolen all valuable from the home?
 2. a. Hadn’t you negotiated while purchasing the bag?
  b. Hadn’t he arrived the station in time?
  c.  Hadn’t they believed that the call was a hoax?
 3. a. My teacher had taught us English.
       b. She had taken away her bag from the class.
      c. We had purchased a new car way back in 1993.

Chapter 18. Tenses-III Simple Future Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. d       2. b    3. a    4. b

Let’s Do

B. 1. Will Diana survive the attack?      2. Will Neeru and Tia bring the cake home?
 3. Will Akash complete this task by Monday?  4. Will Richa prepare coffee in the evening?
 5. Will the lion go to drink water from that pond in the evening?

C.	 1.	 Will	the	first	bullet	be	fired	by	Amit?	 	 	 	 2.	 Will	the	patient	open	his	eyes?
 3. Will my uncle not give me any money?   4. Won’t you drink the car?
 5. Will they join us in the late evening?

D. 1. Will Mr.Dewan not inaugurate the building tomorrow?
 2. Won’t Raj and Ravina get married next Sunday?
 3. Will students not display their skills in the Maths Olympiad next week?
	 4.	 Won’t	Saloni	open	the	door	at	five	o’clock?
 5. Will the coach not start my training from the evening?
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E. 1. Won’t Jagat give me some money tomorrow?
 2. Won’t you arrange the raw material by tomorrow?
 3. Won’t Nishant come home on Sunday?
 4. Will the priest not start the religious ceremony in a short while?
 5. Will Murari not buy two cows within few days?

Imagination Corner

F.  Studying regularly produces good result always. If we do not read regularly we will be detached 
from our academics and our performances will be adversely affected. The result will go down and 
we will not be able to acquire any knowledge.

G. Me    : Hello. Rajnish! You seem to be a little upset. Tell me what is the mater.
 Rajnish : I am right brother. I am upset because of my future.
 Me    :  What are your worries?
 Rajnish :  I have written my examinations. The result will be declared soon. What will be my 

status is a worry in my mind.
 Me    : You will get good result your future says.
 Rajnish : Will I get good position and rank?
 Me    : The star will play a role and certainly you will get good rank.
 Rajnish :	 	See	I	wish	to	become	an	IAS	officer.	Only	the	ranks	between	1	to	10	will	help	me	hold	

a good position.
 Me    : I can see according to numerology. You will be placed above rank 5.
 Rajish  : I am so happy to here this. If this comes true I will gift you a car.

Chapter 19. Future Continuous Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. b       2. c    3. d    4. d

Let’s Do

B. 1. Will Raja be leaving for Goa soon?  2. Will my teacher be teaching us English tomorrow?
 3. Will Neha be getting discharged from the hospital on Monday?
 4. Will The engineer be repairing our washing machine at the end of this month?
 5. Will the carpenter be cutting this wooden plank in the evening?

C. 1. Will not Shiela be eating an apple?  
 2. Won’t Mr.Johnson will be inaugurating his shop on Sunday?
 3. Will Divya and Sheetal not be buying new garments?
 4. Will Ajay not be doing his project tomorrow evening?
 5. Will Neeru not be accepting her mistake in the presence of the Headmaster?

D. 1. Will Sunita be joining this course?  2. Will Mr. Sharma not be invited to this party?
 3. Will I help you in this matter?    4. Is this amount too high to be paid?
 5. Will they abide by the legal provisions of this contact?
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Imagination Corner

E.  The fate of education, restaurant industry and transport system will be transformed in near future. 
Education will be dependent on Technology and online home tutoring will become a regular practice. 
Restaurant will be highly affected because of the habit of eating hijanic food. People will use more 
of public transport to avoid unnecessary charts.

Chapter 20. Future Perfect Tense

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. c       2. b    3. c    4. b

Let’s Do

B. 1. Will they have invited her to the party before evening? 
 2. Will he have read the letter carefully by morning?
 3. Will she have asked for a heavy discount from the vendor before going to the shop?
 4. Shall I have imagined the presence of a tiger near me before its roaring?
 5. Will the car have put brakes on its own before the driver’s reaction?
 6. Shall I have read this book before your come?

C. 1. Anita would have started doing her assignment by then.
 2. Charu would have purchased the saree of her choice by the end of sale.
 3. The team will/would have won the Test series by evening.
 4. Manisha would have decided the result in the class by next day.
 5. Kanika will have informed her parents about the accident before morning.
 6. Rohit will have Joined us for the meeting by the time you arrive.

D. 1. Won’t he have crossed the river by the evening?
 2. Will she have paid her school fee before 12 o’clock noon?
 3. Won’t I have completed the reading of this book by tomorrow evening?
 4. Shall we have climed to a height of 8000 feet by tomorrow evening?
 5. Won’t Sunita have completed her task by this week?
 6. Shall we have enjoyed the musical drama before the light show starts?

Imagination Corner

E. 1. The plane will have taken off before you reach airport.
 2. The enemies will have hidden before the airstrikes.
 3. The worker will have left the factory by them.
 4. She will have completed her graduation before she goes to London.
 5. I shall have written this book by 9 pm tomorrow.
	 6.	 My	mother	will	have	finished	her	puja	before	the	sunrise.
 7. You shall have reached your home by now.
 8. They will have completed showing before it starts to rain.
 9. The children will have reached the picnic spot by tomorrow morning.
 10. Players will have lined up before the competition starts.
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Chapter 21. Active and Passive voice

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. a       2. c    3. d    4. d

Let’s Do

B. 1. He has not been helped by me.      2. That bully is torturing you.
 3. A scooter has not been purchased by Dinesh.  4. A clue is not given by him.
 5. Who has lost the key?

C. 1. The collector did not ask them for pay money.  2. We were not chased by the police.
	 3.	 Who	broke	that	flower	vase?	 	 	 	 	
	 4.	 A	court	case	had	already	been	filed	by	Gaurav.
 5. Diya could not be called on by Nisha.

D. 1. You will be given relief by the Judge. 
 2. Will the article have been edited by you by the evening?
 3. The aircraft will have been boarded by them by 5 o’clock tomorrow.
 4. The CBI will have already caught the culprit.
 5. Who will be called at you at the time of an emergency?

Imagination Corner

E.  Albert Einstein was a German mathematician and physicist. He developed the special and general 
theories of relativity. In 1921 he won the Noble prize for physics. He was targeted by the German 
Nazi party. He immigrated to the US. He is best known to the general public for hi wars – energy 
equivalence formula E = mc2.	In	his	later	years,	Einstein	Focused	on	unified	field	theory	with	his	
passion	 for	 inquiring	 Einstein	 is	 generally	 considered	 the	most	 influential	 physicists	 of	 the	 20th 

century.

  Albert Einstein was a German mathematician and physicist. The special and general theories of 
relativity were development by him. In 1921, the nobel prize for physics was won by him. The 
German Nazi party targeted him. He immigrated to the US. The general public knows him best for 
his	mass	energy	equivalence	formula	E	=	mc2.	In	his	later	year,	unified	field	theory	was	focused	on	
by	Einstein	with	his	passion	for	inquiring,	people	consider	Einstein	the	most	influential	physicists	of	
the 20th century.

Chapter 22. Direct and Indirect Speech

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. a      2. c    3. a    4. d

Let’s Do

B. 1. Dinesh requested Pari to give him a cup of tea.
 2. Charles asked Danny how he could take away him car without taking my permission.
 3. The commander ordered Jawans to go ahead and capture the enemy post.
 4. Misha expressed her disgust and told Anita that That garbage can was very dirty.
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 5. Baldev asked Meena whether the Earth was not exactly spherical.
 6. Roshan asked Mitali what she could do to solve his problem.
 7. She told Karan that he had completed that work.
 8. Ranjan asked Himani if she would help him solve the sum.
 9. They told that they would be writing their essays.
 10. She told me that I had been washing clothes for one hour.
C. 1. Smriti said, “She will contest the next parliamentary election from New Delhi constituency”.
 2. Rajat said to Sachin, “Hey! When have you come from Mumbai”.
 3. The teacher tells her student, “The result of our karmas will be delivered sooner or later”.
	 4.	 Mr.Chaudhary	said	to	officer,	“	my	son	came	home	yesterday”.
 5. Dinesh said to Mona, “HURRAY! I have topped in the class”.
 6. Rajiv said to Sanjay, “ The audience will support only the best singer”.       
 7. James said to me, “ Do you know where is my book?”.
 8. Kirti said, “ Wow! I have won the yearly scholarship”.
 9. I said to him, “ I am sleeping”.       
 10. She said, “ How tall a boy you are”.
D. 1. then     2. that day   3. the next day  4. his/her   5. he/she
 6. might     7. will     8. can    9. your   10. the previous day

Imagination Corner

E. Dialogue
 Kalindi  : Hi Raman! How are you doing?
 Raman  : I am doing good, What about you? Why have you not come to school?
 Kalindi  : My Maternal Uncle was getting married. I was busy in the marriage function.
 Raman  : Oh! That’s Great.
 Kalindi  : I missed my classes during my absence. I am worried about the loss.
 Raman  : Don’t worry! I shall share with you all that was done in the class.
 Kalindi  : Oh! Thanks would you please share the homework given on my mail?
 Raman  : Yes sure, I am sending it right now.

 Indirect speech
  Kalindi gated Raman are asked how he was doing. Raman told Kalindi that he was doing good and 

asked about her wellbeing. He further asked her why she had not gone to school.
  Kalindi told Raman that her maternal Uncle was getting married and she was busy in the marriage 

function. Raman expressed his happiness and said that it was great.
  Kalindi told Raman that she had missed many classes during her absence and expressed her worry 

about the loss. Raman accused her not to worry and further said that he would share with her all 
that was done in the class. Kalindi thankful Raman and asked him if he would share the homework 
on	her	mail.	Raman	answered	in	affirmative	and	told	her	that	he	was	sending	it	right	now.							
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Chapter 23. Vocabulary

Multiple Choice Questions

A. 1. c       2. c    3. d    4. c

Let’s Do

B. 1. Author / Writer  2. Machinist / Mechanic   3. Doctor   4. Surgeon
	 5.	 Anesthesiologistt	 6.	 Invincible	/	Indomitable	 	 7.	 Illegible	 	 8.	 Selfish
 9. Farmland / Crop Field 
C. 1. She is good at making up stories.  
 2. My proposal to introduce AI at secondary is turned down by the school authorities.
 3. A balanced person gets over the problem quickly.
	 4.	 Her	son	walked	out	on	her	for	his	selfish	needs.
 5. Showing off doesn’t help in life.
 6. I was amazed when suddenly he dropped by.
 7. We all must give up smoking for wellbeing.
 8. Sherlock was given the case to look into.
 9. In present situation of covid-19 all of us have learnt is cut down on our expenses.
 10. He lay passed out on the bed.

D. 1. get on    2. looking for   3. put on     4. turn down
 5. put out    6. ran out    7. do without   8. put up with

Imagination Corner

E. 1. Grocer – who sells groceries    2. Manuscript – Handwritten script of a book.
 3. Microscope – instrument used to magnify objects.
 4. Omnipresent – one who is present everywhere.
 5. Linguist – one who studies the science of languages 
 6. Notorious – a person with an evil reputation.
 7. Omnivorous – an animal or human being that eats any kind of food.
 8. Opthalmologost – an eye doctor.
 9. Panacea – a remedy which can cure all diseases.
 10. Scavenger – a person who searches for discarded items.

Chapter 24. Conversation and  Dialogue Writing

Let’s Do

B. Bank employee: Hello! SBI How can I help you?
 Client       : Hello! May I know who is attending my call?
 Bank employee: Sir this is Manik,the cash counter clerk.
 Client       :  Ok. thanks for attending my call Mr. Manik in fact , I need a cheque book with 

20 leaves urgently.
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 Bank employee:  well no problem. Sir would you mind writing a request mail to our bank. Please 
don’t forget to mention the full details of your account. Once we get the mail, 
the cheque book will be send to your permanent address by courier.

 Client       : Oh! Thank you I shall mail you instantly.

C. Husband  :		 Dear	its	becoming	difficult	for	we	to	cope	with	the	expenditure	new.
 Wife      : What do you mean? Do you think I am responsible for this shortage of money?
 Husband   :  I didn’t mean that  but I believe if you curb down your shopping spree. we can 

manage things properly.
 Wife     : And what about the money you spend on your mother and all in your family?
 Husband  : See that’s my responsibility.
 Wife     : So you mean to say I am not your responsibility.
 Husband   : You are but your extravagance.

D. Me   :  Hey didi! Do you remember DAD MOM’S marriage anniversary is coming up this month?
 Sister  : Yes dear, I do remember its on 17th july.
 Me   : I have an idea. let us give them a surprise.
 Sister  : Oh sure! We shall buy gifts and decorate a room for the celebration.
 Me   : And also invite their moms & dads
 Sister  : Oh! That’s great idea. But how shall we buy gifts.
 Me   :  I have saved some money in my piggy bank. I think it has something around two thousand 

rupees.
 Sister  :	 Wow!	That	will	be	sufficient.	Let’s	plan	it	today	then.
 Me   : Yes!! I am so happy.  

Chapter 25. Paragraph Writing

B.	 	Exams	are	conducted	to	test	our	efficiency	in	the	retracing	the	knowledge	and	other	skills	we	have	
learnt while being taught by our teacher. It is the tool to evaluate our learning and interpretations. We 
get ample time to prepare for any formal examination. Hence it is important for us to revise and go 
through our notes in order to write correct answer in examinations. Our learning and understanding 
of various concepts are put on your sticks to make us realize that. Since and honest effort must be 
made to obtain good remarks. Such remarks are the hallmark of our identity, coping from others in 
examination doesn’t help us in improving our knowledge or skills. Hence we must depend on our 
own preparation instead of copying in any examination.

C.	 	Mahendra	Singh	Dhoni	 is	my	favorite	cricket	star.	At	a	very	early	age	he	has	made	a	significant	
contribution in making India prominent all around the world. He plays with his heart and always 
looks	confident	 in	all	his	moves	on	 the	playground.	Dhoni	surpasses	herculean	batsman	of	 the	
world cricket teams. His presence on the pitch is a threat to all kinds of bowler. He is capable of 
playing shots on any ball thrown to him. Leading india for many years Dhoni has brought several 
award to the country. He is loved and admired by millions for his dedication towards cricket and love 
for his country.

D.  Being clean and keeping our surroundings are blessings. In order to stay healthy hygienic trust be 
taken care of primarily. We must learn how to maintain our oral hygienic & entire body. Normally 
we follow a routine of cleanliness but the need of the how is to become more aware of the hazard 
cropping up of unclean atmosphere. A little concions effort is required to be made in order to 
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safeguard our body and well being. Cleanliness brings energy and freshness in our daily life.we all 
must have experience visiting to all religious places of worship like temple,mosque,church,gurdwara 
that all such places are highly hygienic and are kept tidy round the clock. Cleanliness in their next 
to godliness.

 Chapter 26. Diary Writing
B. Dear diary,
  It was fun playing friendly match of hockey with my seniors. In fact our team through lost the match 

yet the match was very tough and entertaining. we played well right from the very beginning irritial 
20 minutes of the match was very shall but suddenly every player caught momentum player from 
both side were having tremendous speed on the ground and the ball seemed to rolling as such that 
it was stuck with the hockey stick. It was a great day.

 Rubina/Aslam.

C. Dear diary,
  Sunday the last of the month of june 2020 was a beautiful day.planned by all my friends. We 

decided to meet at a park in the morning and spend the whole day amilet greenely. We gathered at 
9.00am	with	our	kit	filled	with	food	items	and	lot	of	playing	equipment.	Once	we	reached	there	we	
started playing together. At room we took our lunch and then rested under huge banyan tree. We 
were also excited while climbing up the tree and enjoyed a lot.

D. Dear diary,
  Today I visited a science museum in Ahmedabad. It was a life true experience for me. Innumerable 

science gadgets and working modles were displayed in the museum. The best part was the series 
of inventions that human civilization observed in all times with the growing pace. The desciptions of 
scientific	experiments	were	quite	lucid	and	worth	learning.	I	noted	down	a	few	scientific	observation	
with	a	view	to	reading	more	about	there.	The	day	at	the	science	museum	was	filled	with	excitement	
and fun.

E. Dear diary,
	 	Trade	fair	is	a	place	were	you	find	a	lot	of	exposure	to	latest	trade	trends	our	equipment.	It	was	

a great day for me on the last Saturday of june 2020. when I paid a visit to the IITF. The fair was 
stuffed with a large range of latest machinery and technological gadgets. Some of there were 
very lucrative and good for household care. I was very happy looking at handy gadgets from other 
countries which were available at low price. Those machines would enhance the productivity of any 
industry run in our country. Overall it was a very enlightening experience for me.

 Chapter 27. Comprehension
A. 1. Chaman Lal was amazed to see that the waters of the ganges were full of crocodiles.
	 2.	 Had	Chaman	Lal	jumped	into	the	river	water	he	could	have	served	a	fine	meal	to	crocodiles.
 3. The boatman and Chaman Lal were the two sailing in the boat.
 4.  The boatman stopped pounding his oars and stood still because he did not want to disturb the 

crocodiles.
 5. Chaman Lal was scared of the situation and was not sure about his life in the ganges.
 6.  The boatman was not afraid because he was quite famition with water and behaviours of 

crocodiles but Chaman Lal indeed afraid because he because motionless.

B. 1. The people throw garbage stealthily not seeing near by others in the night.
 2.  The people were not appointing garbage collectors because they had started charging heavy 

amount.
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 3. The municipal cor poration employed vehicle for collecting garbage from door to door.
 4. One man or woman from every family should stand out at the gate to deposit garbage.
 5. The vehicle took around of a particular area between 6.30 am ti 7.00 am to collect garbage.

C. 1. The man with a cap was a movie director.
 2. Namita was the script writer of the movie being made.
 3. He was looking for a side role heroine for the movie.
 4. She was sick and was critical.
 5. Namita proposed the man to give a chance to her cousin for that role.


